Seven Reasons why KIMERA tokens
are a Good Investment
How do we ensure the future we’re heading toward remains a human-centric future? Do we hope for
the best, or do we do the hard work now to increase the probability that the future is democratized? It's
the latter. That is why the Kimera's ICO offers a great potential upside to our token purchasers.
This document lays out the seven main reasons why Kimera's ICO is worth your investment!
Of course, our lawyers want you to know that nothing in this document is intended to be legal, financial, tax, or other advice for
you. It is provided for informational purposes, and with our inherent biases towards a future shaped by AGI. We strongly (and our
lawyers say, STRONGLY) recommend you consult with your own legal counsel, tax advisor, and financial advisor as to whether an
investment in Kimera Tokens can or should be part of your investment strategy. Please read this and all other documentation
carefully, and discuss with your advisors, before making any decisions to invest. As our lawyers tell us again and again, and as we
want to make clear to you, there can be no guarantee against losses, up to the whole of the investment, and no guarantee of
future returns. As our business continues to evolve, all future-looking statements (will, should, may, etc.) cannot be relied upon.

Reason #1: You are investing in a better future for humanity
Let’s just say we don’t trust that business as usual is putting humanity ahead of corporate profits. Yes,
Kimera is a for-profit company, our corporate goal is to increase value for shareholders and token
holders. But, we didn’t take an off-the shelf business model and applied it. Instead, we focused on
building an entirely new economic model, a model focusing on making life better but also good for
Kimera and its token holders. Notice how we don’t call it a “business model." A business model is a
narrow view of how the business succeed. An economic model is a macro-view of the entire market,
including people. We built an economic model to serve people first and foremost.
Potential:

Long-term token value growth as key value players start embracing Kimera's Nigel AGI
and use the economic model.

Reason #2: Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) will be one of the most valuable
technologies ever created
Google paid USD 550 million for DeepMind, a company with no revenue and no product, but claims to
be closer to AGI. Vicarious has raised USD 134 million in venture capital, indicating a valuation in excess
of USD 500 million. SingularityNET conducted a recent ICO, where they were oversubscribed by offers
to invest amounting to $365M (which was over 10 times their cap of USD 36 million).
Russian President Putin said whoever builds real AI (AGI) will control the world. Elon Musk believes
countries will go to war for AGI technology (we think Musk is wrong). Regardless, AGI is perceived as the
most valuable human invention.
Kimera now possesses an early stage AGI. Like a newborn baby, it is learning, and learning fast.

Potential:

Short-term token value likely increases as early learning spikes.
Long-term token value grows as Nigel AGI becomes a globally-accepted AGI.

Reason #3: KIMERA token backed by Kimera’s AGI Intellectual Property (IP)
Unlike mainstream AGI research focusing on neuroscience (an ill-advised approach, given that
neuroscience experts say they don’t understand how the brain works), Kimera decided the best way to
develop AGI is to understand the nature of intelligence. So, we spent the first years developing a theory
of intelligence – a theory seeing positive reactions from physicists. This theory of intelligence is
mathematical basis of the Kimera AGI algorithm.
The KIMERA tokens are backed by the AGI IP. That means as Nigel AGI matures, its financial value
increases.
Potential:

Short- and long-term value floor: As IP value grows, a token value floor is created.
While not a guarantee, the goal is to prevent the token value to go below the floor.

Reason #4: User Value Proposition
Not only will our users experience their devices becoming ever more intelligent, but everyone will get
paid every month with tokens. The Nigel AGI needs sensor data to learn about reality, and that sensor
data comes from people living their lives. The more active an individual is, the more tokens they earn.
Potential:

Short-term: Attracts users and increases the use of tokens – driving token value
upwards.

Reason #5: Developer Value Proposition
Imagine developing an application and it automatically finding its own way to users as they need the
app. We call this the reverse app store model, where apps find their users instead of people finding
apps. Among application developers, this is the most attractive app distribution model. Plus, every time
an app runs, the developer earns tokens.
Potential:

Short-term: Attracts developers and increases token use – driving up token value.

Reason #6: Automatic Token Buy-Back
Kimera works to encourage developers to create paid features in their applications, or allow applications
to facilitate payments for real-world goods and services. The AGI is biased to move apps taking tokens as
primary payment option to people’s devices, driving token usage.
Because not every user will have tokens available, Kimera is building a real-time fiat to token conversion.
The mechanism includes going out to the exchanges and buying tokens on behalf of users to complete a
transactions.

Potential:

Short- to mid-term: Buy-back program will have high growth impact on token value.

Reason #7: Board Representation
Kimera has a big vision requiring people and companies from around the globe to participate. The board
of directors plays an important role in the overall strategy direction of the company. That is why token
holders will be given a substantial voice on the board though nominating and voting for two board
members.
Potential:

Token has a governance value which helps strengthen its value.

